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Abstract

There is a strong association between urban prosperity and
human resources. Rapid urbanization and industrialization have
caused severe air pollution to the urban cities over the past
decades, and permanently moving to locations with clean air has
been considered to be one of the most effective strategies to
avoid air pollution. However, to whom this is the fact and what
the mechanism behind this association is still unclear. In order to
fill the research gaps, this study combines individual-level data
derived from a national survey and city-level data obtained from
various sources to empirically exam the effect that air quality has
on settlement decisions of urban floating migrants in China. We
focus on the target floating migrants who have urban hukou in
the origin city and housing in the destination city, and investigate
the relationship between air quality and settlement decisions
from the move-in and move-out city perspective. In addition, we
exam not only the willingness of urban floating migrants to
settling in the move-in city, but also their actual migration
decision in the reality. The bivariate probit analysis and panel
data regression were applied. Results show that poor air quality
in the move-out cities has a significant positive impact on urban
floating migrants’ willingness to settling in the move-in cities,
while bad air quality in the move-in cities has a significant
negative impact, indicating that poor air quality does act as a
push force to drive floating migrants away but the good air
quality can be a pull power to attract floating migrants to settling
down. In addition, the robust tests showed good agreement with
the main regression results, with almost all relationships reported
having the same direction as those indicated by the regression
analysis. Our findings can help policy makers and urban
planners assess and design interventions to improve the urban
air quality aimed at attracting talents, with broader implications
for urban sustainable development.
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Comments
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Your paper provides substantive statistical evidence for the
fairly obvious conclusion that poor air quality hinders urban
migration and talent retention.
I have some suggestions for your consideration vis a vis the
quality of the communication as indicated below with line
numbers.
Cumbersome expression 13 'However, to whom this is the
fact and what the mechanism behind this association is'
perhaps alter to 'whether this is in fact...'?
Your paper uses a mix of present and past tenses. I think
you might review for consistency e.g. 14 still unclear. In
order to fill the research gaps, this study combines [present
tense?]. 23-24 The bivariate probit analysis and panel data
regression were applied [past simple]
29-31 'but the good air quality can be a pull power to attract
floating migrants settling down.' This phrase seems
inelegant, consider rephrasing.
35 talents - should be singular in my view
46-48 'strategies of prioritizing industrial economic activities
over environmental sustainability have been undertaken for
decades and'. This is quite indigestible. I would begin with,
'For decades, industrial economic activities were prioritized
over.....?
For the sake of reader clarity, it might be worth repeating
that, counter-intuitively, the higher the air quality index the
lower the air quality! This would help some readers
understand your result that, p665-667 '1 per cent increase in
the air quality index of the move-in city, the willingness of
urban floating migrants to stay in the destination city
decreases by 0.19 per cent; i
A general overview of tense use and readability might be
fruitful?
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This seems a robust statistical analysis urban air quality
with important policy implications. A general overview of the
paper's readability would be useful to address some of the
points indicated above to the authors.
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